
Managing Electronic Claims:

How to Hold and Transmit 
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What Do I 
need to 
Transmit 
Electronic 
Claim Files to 
Insurance 
Carriers?

Electronic Submitter IDs are needed in order to submit electronic 
claim files to insurance carriers. This ID identifies the provider 
information such as the rendering provider NPI.  The insurance 
carrier  Provider ID is linked to the Submitter ID.  These are two 
separate IDs.

Our Implementation/Paperwork Department assists new and 
existing customers with completing EDI Paperwork to obtain new 
submitter IDs or add providers to an existing electronic submitter 
ID.  

The Implementation/Paperwork Department should also be notified 
by providers of any NPI/Tax ID changes, address changes, new 
doctors joining a practice, etc. These types of additions/changes 
ultimately effect claims transmission and your transmission settings 
with Sammy. Sammy Registration Forms, available by clicking the 
“FAQ” button on the main screen of Sammy, is for providers to 
complete requesting changes to your Sammy Transmission settings.
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Direct 
Transmissions

SammyEHR transmits electronic claim 
files directly to:

1. Medicare

2. Medicare DMERC

3. Medicare Railroad

Claims that are transmitted directly to the carrier only 
require an Electronic code in the insurance entry.
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Clearinghouse
Transmissions

SammyEHR transmits electronic claim 
files for commercial insurance companies 
such as United Healthcare, Aetna, etc. 
through clearinghouses.
1. Change Healthcare (formerly called Emdeon) using 

Electronic Code 20

2. Availity using Electronic Code 15

3. ClearingHouse using Electronic code 142

Claims that clear through a Clearinghouse require both an 
Electronic code and an NEIC address (Payor ID)  in the 
insurance entry.
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Claims can be 
viewed before 
transmitting 
them on the  
“Future List”

After you bill claims they are saved on the associated future 
listing for the Carrier indicated on the claim and by 
Doctor/Location.

Click Trans & Claims > Choose the Carrier > Select “Claims 
Processing” button at the top>Select the Doctor  entry >Show Me 
My Future List
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Managing the 
Future List

•For both Commercial claims and Direct 
Claims can be managed in the following 
ways:

• Setting a specific day of release

• Place the claim on a manual hold 

• If you have Medicare Batch Eligibility engaged the 
claims will be checked, held and released 
automatically.

• Remove the claim from the future list

 Add a claim to the future list
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Setting a day 
of release
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Step 1: Click on claim i.e. Claim 
#11561

Step 2: Within the “Future Date 
Info” Box, type the date the claim is 
to be released. 
The format must be MM/DD/YY with the 
slashes between, example 08/01/17. This 
exact format must be used otherwise the 
claim will be held forever.

Step 3: Click “Mark It” (The date 
entered will appear in the  
Future Date Column)

Result: That claim will be released 
the first time sending claims after 
the date



Placing Claims 
on Hold

Claims can be placed on a manual hold on the future list.

Step 1: Click on the claim you 
would like to hold i.e. Claim 
#10060

Step 2: Type “hold” in Future 
Date Info Box and Click 
“Mark It”

Result: Claim will be held 
indefinitely, the hold will 
need to be taken off 
manually
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Taking a Claim 
off Hold

Step 1: Click on the claim you would 
like to take off hold i.e. Claim #10060

Step 2: With a blank (no contents) in 
the Future Date Info Box and Click 
“Mark It”

Result: The hold will be removed and 
claim will be sent with next 
transmission
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When working with the accounting ledger report and you want to resend a claim without 
making corrections, the claim can be manually added to the future list and resent. Sammy can 
auto resubmit claims for a desired time period by activating feature flags 16-19 for Medicare or 
23 & 24 for commercial claims.

Step 1:
Click Add Claim

Step 2: Type the claim number,  and click the 
green “ADD IT” button

Step 3: Click “Yes” when claim is found

Result: Claim gets added to the future list

Adding a
Claim
to the

Future List
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Step 1: Click on claim 
to be deleted, i.e. 
Claim #10032

Step 2: Type “del” in 
Future Date Info Box 
and Click “Mark It”

Result:  Claim is 
Deleted

NOTE: Only deleted from the 
transmission list not from the 
system.

Deleting a 
Claim 

from the 
Future List
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Print Summary 
for Verification

Before you send …..check 
your claims!!

 This feature allows you to print 
exactly what is going to be 
transmitted to the carrier with 
the claim details  for the 
doctor/location at the top of 
the screen. 

 The PRT ALL option will only 
be seen if you are in a multi-
doctor practice.  This option 
does the same thing as the 
print claim summary for 
verification, but it will print a 
summary of all claims entered 
for all doctors no matter which 
one you selected before 
getting to this screen. 
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Resubmit A
Batch of 
Claims

Step 1: Click on resubmit a batch and then 

Step 2: Select the file that you would like to resubmit.

Step 3:  Click on the green resubmit button, then click Ok on the next two 
questions

Note: all claims within that batch will be added to the Future List so the next 
time claims are transmitted for that carrier, these claims will be sent.
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View an Old 
Claim Batch
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Step 1: Click on View Old Claims 
Batch

Step 2: Select the batch you 
would like to view

Step 3: Click the green button

This is a listing of the patients 
that were sent within that file.

Identify the paid claims from this 
batch

 Click Identify Paid Claims

 Sammy will then tell you the status of 
the claim: PAID, PAIDPART, or 
NOPAYS, ONLYCPY

 Not only can you Identify If claims were 
paid, but you can double click on a 
claim within the list which brings you to 
the patient's claim history.



How do I 
transmit my 
electronic 
claims?

Step 1:  Access the transmit sections via the Sammy Home screen 
> Trans & Claims.

 Zipclaim is for commercial insurance carriers.

 Medicare & Others is for Medicare, Railroad Medicare, Blue 
Cross/Blue Shield and DMERC.
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How do I 
transmit my
electronic
claims?

Step 2: Click the carrier Claims Processing button at the top of 
either window.

Switching between 
direct carriers can 
be done by clicking 
the “Pink” buttons
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How do I transmit
electronic claims
for
Multi-Doctor/Multi-Location
Practices
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Step 3: The screen below will appear Only For Multi-Doctor, 
Multi-Location Practices, Multi-Doctor Tax ID/NPI 
Combinations:  Click on the Doctor  the claims are being sent 
for.  If all Doctors need to be sent click the * Doctor



How do I
transmit my
electronic
claims?

Step 4: Click Send Out My Claims, then the

Do It button when it appears on the right.

(For Multi-Doctor, Multi-Location Practices;

“Send Out My Claims” will only send out the

Doctor’s claim indicated at the top of the screen.

Otherwise see below.)
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Only For Multi-Doctor, Multi-Location Practices; 
if you plan on sending all claims for all 
doctor/locations, click “Send Out All Doctor 
Claims or “Send Group”  then the “Do It” button 
but be sure to click the * Doctor on the previous 
screen.



How do I
transmit my
electronic 
claims?

Step 5: Click Send Them.

When “Send Them” is clicked, 
Sammy will automatically send out 
your claim file AND simultaneously, 
download carrier reports such as 277 
claims acknowledgements, 999 
rejections, and electronic 
remittance advices. All 999 
rejections and electronic remittance 
advices will print automatically. 

Note: Not all carriers send out your 
claim files and download reports at 
the same time. There are some 
carrier exceptions i.e. Availity, 
Highmark Blue and Capital Blue. 
These carriers you need to 
separately “Get Reports."
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Transmitting 
Claims with
Errors

If there are any errors found on the claims, you will get a popup 
notification.  Sammy will display a list of these errors and an option 
to print all the errors so you can correct them in Claim Correction.  
Sammy will automatically prevent claims that would cause the 
entire file to be rejected (999 rejection) from being transmitted.

* Claims will not be sent until corrected but the claims without 
errors will send.
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Get My 
Reports

If you do not wish to send out electronic claim files on any day and wish to keep up 
with downloading  electronic remittance advices (ERAs) or Carrier reports they can 
be downloaded.

Click Trans & Claims > Choose the Carrier > Select “Claims Processing” button at 
the top>Select the Doctor entry>“Get My Reports” then “Do It.” All ERAs and 
carrier reports will be downloaded to the “Reports Reprinting” area and ERAs and 
claim rejection reports will automatically print.  All ERAs once Auto Posted will move 
to “Auto Posted Files.”
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Reports 
Reprinting

Once carrier reports are downloaded; all Medicare 277 claim 
acknowledgement reports, 999 rejections, Electronic Remittance Advices 
(ERAs), Zip claim reports are downloaded and stored in the “Reports Re-
Printing” area for each Carrier.

Click Trans & Claims > Choose the Carrier >then Click “Reports Reprinting.”
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X-File

An X-File is a claim file that did not transmit to the carrier (various reasons such as 
loss of internet). 

This can be identified on the morning news or within the electronic claims center by a 
very large green button reading X-File and the number of claims in that batch 
example,  “X-File From MedXpress. Click to Send # Claims.” 

Sending the X-File to the carrier must be done first before sending any new claims or 
the batch will be overwritten.
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Feature: There is a feature that will retain any 
X-File that was accidentally Overwritten and 
Never Sent to a carrier. Within the Electronic 
Claims Center, click “Other Views”  and “X-File 
OverWritten & Never Sent” for a list of files.



Medicare
Eligibility 

Feature and
How It Works

For those Sammy USA and Sammy EHR practices that subscribe 
to our Unlimited Medicare eligibility feature; there is an 
additional  feature that can be engaged to automatically check a 
patient’s Medicare, Medicare DMERC, Medicare Railroad 
deductible before a claim is released.  This may be an option 
chosen at the beginning of a calendar year. This feature only 
works for Medicare carriers.

How it works? When sending claims to a Medicare carrier, the 
claim  is not released instead a batch eligibility check is sent out 
and the next morning after running the morning index, a batch 
eligibility result will be returned. You will notice the messages in 
the future date column of the doctor’s future listing will indicate 
the eligibility status for each patient.
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Reading the 
Future List 

with Medicare 
Eligibility 
Feature

Engaged

Future Dt Column Message Translation
HOLDCHK=Waiting for eligibility results 
for that patient
HOLDDED=Patient’s deductible has not 
been met and claim will be held until 
eligibility is met for that patient
SENDNOW= Will bypass the eligibility 
feature, eligibility will not be checked at 
all and claims marked this way will send 
immediately 
SEC2PAY= Secondary insurance to pay 
the deductible and  the claim is sent 
without checking Medicare eligibility.
NO MESSAGE OR A BLANK FUTURE DT 
COLUMN i.e. Amanda Test=eligibility 
has either never been checked OR 
eligibility was checked manually on the 
patient’s chart or batch eligibility check 
confirmed the patient’s deductible has 
been met. This claim will be released the 
next time sending a batch of claims. 
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Note: If you do not wish to use the Medicare Eligibility 
Feature and place independent claims on the Medicare 
Eligibility watch List, this can be done! There are 2 ways 
to accomplish this. Activate Feature Flag 26 "Ask Hold for 
Medicare Claims" or you can change the future date in 
the future column to DEDHOLD and then mark the claim 
and the claim will be released only when the Medicare 
Deductible has been met.



How to 
Engage the 

Medicare 
Eligibility 
Feature

Medicare Eligibility Feature Listing and Instructions

In Utilities > system setup > Enter Setup Area> there is a “Mcr Elig Preference” button which will open a 
configuration screen so that you can customize the operation of this feature. 

 Let Me Select Which Medicare Claims Are Sent: This choice does not send out any claim 
unless the patient has met your requirements for eligibility. However, payment on claim 
form will let that claim go. 

 Do Not Automatically Print Results: When a patient is not found in the Medicare system 
for any reason, or belongs to an HMO/MCO or has MSP, or the patient is deceased, Sammy 
will print out this notification automatically. If you do not want these to print automatically, 
check this box.

 Automatically Save Results In The Filing Cabinet: In SammyUSA/SammyEHR only this 
will cause every patient checked in any way to save a copy of the results in the patient filing 
cabinet.

 Don’t Check Patient Appointments: If you don’t use the appointment calendar, or you 
don’t want Sammy to check the eligibility status of patients coming in, check this box.

 Hold claims for patients with QMB status: This option will hold claims until you decide 
when to release them.  It is for patients that have Medicare/Medicaid and the deductible is 
being managed by Medicaid.

When you change any of these settings, a record is created so that we all know what your intentions were at a 
particular time. If you don’t wish to check any of these settings, just file this away for future reference. 
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Zip Claim 
Reports
Naming 

Convention

Within Trans & Claims > Zip Claim > Reports Re-Printing all zip claim 
(commercial insurance) electronic reports can be accessed.

The format of the report name starts as ZCV090814.01.TXT. The way this gets 
broken down is, ZCV (zip claim validation). 090814 (date that the report was 
downloaded). 01 (suffix  is report type). TXT (file format).
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Zip Claim 
Report Types

Below is a list of Zip Claim report types and what exactly they are. See handout.

Report Type Report Name

01 Web MD Human Readable 999

(File received by Change Healthcare or Rejected)

02 MCDS (Medical Claims Distribution System) File Status Report

(Change Healthcare accepting the claim file for processing to send to carrier/insurance)

04        MCDS (Medical Claims Distribution System) File Detail Summary Report 

(Change Healthcare confirming claims sent to correct carrier/insurance, used to prove
timely filing)

05 MCDS (Medical Claims Distribution System) Batch & Claim Level Rejection Report

(Change Healthcare error report that claim could not be forwarded to carrier/insurance 
with detail)

08             MCDS (Medical Claims Distribution System) Provider Monthly Summary Report

(Number of monthly claims, $ Value, % submitted through Change Healthcare to each 
carrier/insurance)

10 MCDS (Medical Claims Distribution System) Provider Claim Status Report

(Carrier/Insurance confirming each claim was accepted for processing)

11 MCDS (Medical Claims Distribution System) Special Handling/Unprocessed Claim 
Reports

(Carrier/Insurance rejecting claims with claim status reasons)

Reports in Red above  are Rejections and will print out automatically for you to correct claims and resubmit. 28



Medicare 
277 Claim 

Acknowledgement 
Reports

A 277 Report is a 
Claims 
Acknowledgement 
Report downloaded
from Medicare, 
DMERC or Railroad 
individualizing each 
claim indicating 
whether or not each 
claim was accepted or 
rejected for 
processing. All 
rejections will print 
automatically to claim 
correct. If a report has 
no rejections, the 
report will NOT print 
but saved to Reports 
Re-Printing.

Status Column will provide a 277 claim Status Code and a legend is provided at the bottom of the 
report.  A2:20= Claim was accepted for processing; A7=rejection, 500= problem with patient’s zip 
code. 
277 Claim Status Codes can be accessed on Sammy University > Practice Management >277 Report 
Claim Status Codes. 
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Anthem
Blue Cross
864 Report
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An Anthem Blue Cross 864 Report is a report generated by carrier acknowledging if previously submitted claims have been 
accepted or rejected for processing. Usually available a day after the claim was submitted to the carrier. This report should
automatically download once you submit a claim file and is available in “Reports Reprinting.”  
Status Code “FAIL” indicates the claim beside it rejected and attempts to give you the reason why i.e. Patient: Groves, Grover 
has an invalid Member ID “Error: Member ID.”  
Status Code “PASS” indicates the claim beside it has been accepted for processing.
*Any report containing a rejection such as the two Failed claims above, will automatically print to advise you to correct the
claim with the information indicated and resend to Blue Cross.

Claims Summary with claim count 
of “Passed” or “Failed” Claims and 

Total Charges


